Dear I²SL Chapter Officers,

Are you looking for an informative, engaging speaker for an I²SL Chapter event? I²SL HQ has compiled a list of distinguished speakers in the I²SL community from which we invite you to choose your next event speaker. Take a look at the list to learn more about each speaker’s areas of expertise and to read his/her biography. The list of speakers is accessible from the I²SL Chapter Resources page.

If your chapter is interested in inviting one of our distinguished speakers to an event, contact I²SL HQ and we will pass the message along to the requested speaker who will then be able to discuss interest and availability directly with you.

I²SL hopes you will find this new resource helpful as you begin planning your 2015 chapter events. Please let us know if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Kate Consroe and Shannon Johnson
I²SL Chapter Coordinators